The Tennis Court Oath
MSCNY ARTICLE No. 40
hat is known as “The Tennis Court Oath” was
depicted on a stamp issued by France in 1939. The
image used is from the drawing by Louis David. The Tennis
Court Oath was a pivotal event during the first days of the
French Revolution. The “Oath” was a pledge signed by 576
of the 577 members from the Third Estate (division of
government) in 1789. It signified for the first time that
French citizens formally stood in opposition to the policies
Louis XVI, and forced the king to make concessions. It was
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foreshadowed by, and drew considerably from, the 1776
United States Declaration of Independence, especially the
preamble. The Oath and its aftermath preceded the abolition
of feudality in France and the French Declaration of the
Rights of Man and Citizen.
At least six of the major participants in the meeting
resulting in the “Oath” were Freemasons and can be
identified on the stamp as follows:
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1) Jean-Sylvania Bailly; 2) Emanuel-Joseph Sieyes; 3) Jean-Paul Rabaut Saint-Etienne, 4) Dom
Christophe-Antoine Gerle; 5) Jerome Petion de Villeneuve; 6) Joseph-Ignace Guillotin. At the time, they
were all member of Lodge Les Neuf Soeurs, Paris, France.
An article featured in The Masonic Philatelist (Vol 26, David.. The stamp is another “group stamp.” More
No. 6, May 1970, page 6) is provided on the following information on the “oath” is found on the Wikipedia site:
pages, along with an image of the actual drawing by Louis https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennis_Court_Oath
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Drawing by Jacques-Louis David of the Tennis Court Oath.
Brother Lens provided a key to the drawing/stamp and
this has been used for the key provided on page 1. The stamp
is rather unique, and was a very long time (31 years) in
coming to the attention of Masonic philatelists. Of particular
note, is the influence of the US Declaration of Independence
in bringing about “The Tennis Court Oath. Readers might

wish to refer to the MP of September 2014 (Vol. 79, No. 1)
wherein we present “The Declaration that Changed the
World.”
<http://www.mscnewyork.net/uploads/9/4/5/1/945132/mp_vol
_70,_no_3_september_2014_revised.pdf>
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